Solar Storms: Sequences and Probabilities
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The Sun is an active star, which
produces solar flares (F) and explosions of
gas (C). Astronomers keep watch for these
events because they can harm satellites and
astronauts in space. Predicting when the
next storm will happen is not easy to do.
The problems below are solved by writing
out all of the possibilities, then calculating
the probability of the particular outcome!
Solar flare photo courtesy TRACE/NASA
1 – During a week of observing the sun, astronomers detected 1 solar flare (F). What
was the probability (as a fraction) that it happened on Wednesday?

2 – During the same week, two gas clouds were ejected (C), but not on the same days.
What is the probability (as a fraction) that a gas cloud was ejected on Wednesday?

3 – Suppose that the flares and the gas clouds had nothing to do with each other, and
that they occurred randomly. What is the probability (as a fraction) that both a flare and a
gas cloud were spotted on Wednesday? (Astronomers would say that these phenomena
are uncorrelated because the occurrence of one does not mean that the other is likely to
happen too).
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Answer Key
1 – Answer: There are only 7 possibilities:
FXXXXXX
XXXFXXX
XXXXXXF
XFXXXXX
XXXXFXX
XXF XXXX
XXXXXFX
So the probability for any one day is 1/7.

2 – Here we have to distribute 2 storms among 7 days. For advanced students, there
are 7! / (2! 5!) = 7 x 6 / 2 = 21 possibilities which the students will work out by hand:
CCXXXXX
XCCXXXX
XXCCXXX
XXXCCXX
CXCXXXX

XCXCXXX

XXCXCXX

XXXCXCX

CXXCXXX

XCXXCXX

XXCXXCX

XXXCXXC

CXXXCXX
CXXXXCX
CXXXXXC

XCXXXCX
XCXXXXC

XXCXXXC

XXXXCCX
XXXXCXC
XXXXXCC

There are 6 possibilities (in red) for a cloud appearing on Wednesday (Day 3), so the
probability is 6/21.

3 – We have already tabulated the possibilities for each flare and gas cloud to appear
separately on a given day. Because these events are independent of each other, the
probability that on a given day you will spot a flare and a gas cloud is just 1/7 x 6/21 or
6/147. This is because for every possibility for a flare from the answer to Problem 1,
there is one possibility for the gas clouds.
There are a total of 7 x 21 = 147 outcomes for both events taken together. Because
there are a total of 1 x 6 outcomes where there is a flare and a cloud on a particular
day, the fraction becomes (1 x 6)/147 = 6/147.
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